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In this paper we presenl and disciiss the state of intelligent systetn applications, with special emphasis 
on Slovenia. We take the viewpoint Ihat intelligent systems facilitate a new gualitative step towards the 
Information society. Thus, they provide an important opportitnity for any country to intensify its 
information, economic and social development. We present some intelligent system applications 
developed or being developed in oiir groitp: (J) EMA, an employment agent, (2) GIVE, a semantic web 
speaking system, and (3) DEXi, a decision modeling system. Based on past experience, we highlight the 
principal problems that occiir in the development and exploitation of intelligent systems, and suggest 
improvements for thefuture. 

1 Introduction 
Information society is transforming the way we live. 
One of the key opportunities in this context is provided 
by intelligent systems (Goonatilake, Treleaven 1996; 
Gams 1998; Hopgood 2001). Intelligent systems 
simulate intelligence so that a typical user seemingly 
perceives it as a truly intelligent system. In reality, these 
systems have more or less preprogrammed patterns of 
human behavior. Due to limited application areas, most 
of cliche replies can be preprogrammed in advance. 
From the vievvpoint of computer systems, they therefore 
somehoNv manage to fake simple intelligence, and from 
the practical viewpoint it does not really matter vvhether 
the user deals with true or simulated intelligence. 

Intelligent systems are aimed at extending the 
applicability of computers and providing a technological 
basis for new and improved information services. 
Intelligent systems have found a variety of valuable 
applications in the areas such as: 

Manufacturing and design 
Business operations • 
Finance 
Diagnostics and troubleshooting 
Claims processing and auditing 
Telephony 
Software industry 
Military and Space industi^ 

Generaliy speaking, intelligent systems are useful 
because they provide more useful functions (Buchanan 
et al. 1999; Hedberg 1998). Computers are much 
cheaper and faster than humans, yet much dumber. In 
fact, computers can stili be regarded oniy as very tast 

computing machines vvithout any trace of true 
intelligence (Gams 200Ib). 

Classical computer systems can function 24 hours per 
day, ali days per year, with overall small expenses 
compared to humans. The speed of communication and 
calculation enable a single computer to communicate 
with hundreds of human users at the same tirne. 
Advances in engineering intelligence combined with 
advanced hardware enable intelligent computer systems 
to compete with humans in more and more tasks. 

Another important factor is the grovvth of the 
information society. A growing number of functions are 
supported by computers (Hamilton 1999). Humans are 
getting overloaded due to information overload. Huge 
amounts of data are processed by computers several 
orders of magnitude faster than by humans (Levvis 1999; 
Schwartz, Treece 1992). 

Another verv important property of information society 
is the groNving space of ali possibilities. Namely, 
technical possibilities in recent years grovv much faster 
than they are - or can be - exploited. In reality this 
means that we are dealing with huge space of generally 
available intelligent information technology capabilities. 
This is quite different compared to other technologies, 
such as space flights. The production of a new space 
shuttle is so expensive that it is hardly economic. It is 
cheaper to exploit the current form for years before 
introducing a new one. Unlike this, intelligent systems 
in the information age enable more new applications 
than we humans actually manage to impiement (Figure 
1). In other words - while space flights are restricted 
only to the richest and strongest countries in the world. 
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practically every qualified information technology (IT) 
group can in principle develop world-class computer 
programs. This is slightly similar to the times vvhen 
everybody could grab new land. Ali that was needed 
was a good horse, a good idea and determination. In 
analogy, IT horses are cheap and freely available. 

Activities Possibilities 

Actuallv done 

Time 
Figure 1: The information society enables more 
applications than we humans manage to implement. The 
gap is vvidening. 

The information society also introduces major changes 
in the scientific community. Knovvledge is not only 
stored in books or remote encyclopedia - it has become 
easily available throughout the Internet. IT has 
significantly changed the way we create and use 
knowledge. 

Generally, we accept the assumption that scientific 
disciplines produce new ideas spurring further progress 
in the whole society. Intelligent systems are no different, 
with additional observation that these systems have a 
huge area of potential applications. Any system that has 
improved properties in the sense of intelligence is more 
capable and potential ly more acceptable to the users. 

In this light we analyze the relation betvveen science, 
development and applications. Unfortunately, scientific 
and development communities stili seem two worlds 
apart. When analyzing these differences and problems 
regarding applications we try to identily generic 
problems that are probably present in many countries. 
On the basis of these analyses, improved relations 
between intelligent systems and artificial intelligence 
(Al) research versus applications can be proposed. 

In reality, the gap especially between Al research and 
applications is wide indeed. Many if not majority of Al 
researchers and professors have not cooperated in any 
real-Iife application and many if not majority of Al 
development engineers have not done any formal 
research at ali. Therefore, the question at hand is why 
and how these strained relations occurred and \vhich are 
the reasons prohibiting better cooperation? 

In our department, we have several 100 man-year 
experience in intelligent systems. We have cooperated 
in several tens of applications, in several thousands of 
scientific publications and personal Communications 
with several hundred researchers, developers and 
engineers in most of European countries and USA. 

By analyzing problems in Slovenia and Europe as 
countries we have some experience vvith, vve shed some 
light not only on the problems but also on a couple of 
successful applications that were developed or are being 
developed in our Department of Intelligent Systems. 
The developed systems have been already used by 
several ten thousand users monthly, they controlled the 
production of several hundred thousands tons of 
products and overall had a considerable impact on our 
society. 

2 Problems with cooperation 
The first difference between the scientific and 
development community is in different motivation and 
evaluation. The number and quality of publications 
determine the quality of researchers, vvhile developers 
are evaluated mainly by their commercial success. 

On average, in both communities a researcher or a 
developer is highly above average vvith respect to 
knovvledge, intellectual and technical abilities. Many of 
them vvould be successful either in scientific or in 
practical development tasks. 

It is generally accepted that a successful application 
demands the fulfillment of several successful attributes, 
and that many of them are not vvell knovvn. For example, 
the key factor is the interest or motivation of the 
management of a particular company. Many researchers 
vvould probably regard as the major factor the noveIty of 
the idea/product, but this is just one of important factors, 
not the major one. 

In our experience, the single major factor vvas indeed the 
desire and knovvledge of the top manager. If that person 
vvas in favor of research, then sooner or later his/hers 
company found some cooperation vvith researchers. 
And sooner or later one of those cooperations resulted in 
important advanced systems. 

The follovving reservations are often encountered in the 
development/engineering community: 

Academic research and pracrical applications are 
vvorlds apart. Academic institutions are interested in 
their academic puzzles often not related to real life 
or real-life applications. This academic knovvledge 
is often niče for teaching simple cases in formal 
domains but often irrelevant for commercial 
applications. 
The government supports academic institutions 
regardless of their influence, success and relation to 
human society, vvhile commercial companies must 
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take čare of theirown, are evaluated by strict real-
life commercial criteria, and have no guarantee for 
survival. Instead of funding academic research, 
governments should support research departments 
in commercial companies. 
By supporting R&D departments at national 
academic institutions, governments actually 
subsidize dumping competition. These research 
groups can offer dumping prices, thus eliminating 
true marker capitalism and economy. 
Commercial companies should be motivated to 
order research projects at national institutions by tax 
reductions and other systematic national support. 
Commercial companies fear cooperation with 
academic institutions due to bad experience with 
famous researchers who did not deliver products 
and projects in promised time, and faced practically 
no consequences. 

Academic community, on the other hand, faces other 
problems. There are individuals or groups that are not 
interested vvhatsoever in any cooperation with industry 
due to several reasons such as their purely theoretical 
type of research or vague perceptions that applications 
only distract true researchers from high-quality work. 
However, those researchers that are vvilling to cooperate 
and see reasonable motives in doing so for both sides, 
often mention the following problems: 

Cooperation with industr/ is not stimulated enough 
compared to pure research - those interested in 
cooperating with industn/ produce less scientific 
publications, get ]ower personal evaluation marks 
and thus lower income and slower career progress. 
Since the incomes are more or less tlxed in 
governmentaj institutions, additional projects and 
applications hardly provide additional incomes. 
Commercial companies and governmental 
institutions often waste huge amounts of money for 
non-functional matters, such as employing 
disproportional number of employees, luxuries, or 
even half-legal matters while often disregarding the 
possibilities of cooperation with research 
institutions which by definition can not be aH 
commercially successful. 
Business institutions are not systematically 
motivated for cooperation with research - either by 
tax reductions or by projects supported by the 
government 
Many top-level managers are not inclined to take 
any risk with new research; they are fully 
overloaded with actual production / cash-related 
activities. 
Governmental institutions are often stiff and 
inflexible. Bach risk is punished while successful 
actions are hardly rewarded. 

It is a bit surprising that a reasonable proportion of the 
problems with too little cooperation between research 
and industry is related to small interest of top-level 

managers, but that is clearly the čase at least in 
Slovenia, and probably also in Europe. For example, our 
Intelligent Systems group from time to time offers cost-
less applications to specific companies. The idea is 
simple: by introducing successful applications -
prototype or complete - we hope to increase 
cooperation. But important business companies often 
tend to decline such free cooperation due to several 
reasons that can hardly be accepted as reasonable. For 
example, one of the arguments is often that the 
company's data are confidential and sensitive, so they 
cannot be released to outside research organizations for 
analyses. But such data can easily be transformed into 
unrecognizable strings, and there are means to strictly 
impose lavv and regulations so as to guarantee its 
secrecy. The Internet and email applications are often 
declared unsafe, thus enabling stealing and misconduct. 
But compared to real life, e.g., problems vvith business 
fraud, and taking into account the availability of 
successful counter-measures in electronic business, 
these problems first of aH demonstrate unreasonable 
fears and lack of knowledge at the top. 

Some of these problems were encountered also at the 
post-graduate courses where students proposed 
advanced applications of intelligent systems and were 
often not allovved to proceed due to the fears of local 
managers. Actually, there was another fear behind — that 
the students \vill supercede their bosses, who will 
consequently degrade on the hierarchy ladder. 

3 Some real-life applications 
Here we briefly describe a couple of intelligent-systems 
applications. They were designed in the Department of 
Intelligent Systems at the Jožef Štefan Institute in 
Slovenia. The group has from 20 to 30 members and 
several hundreds of man-year experience in intelligent 
systems. 

3.1 EMA: Employment agent 
The first system we describe is the EMA employment 
agent (Gams 2001 a; Gams et al. 1998). The basic task of 
the system vvas to provide employment Information 
(Figure 2). About seven years ago the system offered 
over 90% of ali nationally available vacant jobs. At that 
time, no other country provided similar percentage of ali 
jobs on the Internet. Of course, due to 2 million 
inhabitants, absolute numbers were stili small compared 
to large countries. On the other hand, it provides further 
evidence that Figure 1 shovving the growing area of 
possible applications is indeed correct - how else could 
vve provide a better penetration of the Internet in a 
specific area knovving that the average income of the 
country is well bellow the European Union average? 

One big advantage is obviously size - in a small countr/ 
it is enough to provide just one global database while 
large countries have to take into account federal and 
local specifics. 
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When presenting EMA, we would like to emphasize two 
additional factors - EMA consisted of several tens of 
modules, including job-description ontologies, natural 
speech modules in English and Slovenian, and global 
automatic data-vvrapper as a kind of universal agent 
employment Communications. Hovvever, ali these 
advanced functions were not of major relevance for the 
business. Most of the users just wanted Information 
about freejobs. 

The major problem we faced with EMA was 
organizational - due to inappropriate legislation, aH job 
applicants have to receive a hard-mail reply. Since 
interesting jobs offered through the Internet got 
hundreds and even thousands of job applications, the 
institutions had to send as much vvritten replies. In 
retum, many of job applicants complained about being 
returned down, thus producing additional delay, and 
fmally, institutions were unsatisfied because of the 
additional work. While EMA enabled substantially 
improved national job services, institutions were 
dissatisfied because of the archaic law. Therefore, since 
the Iaw regulations did not follovv technological IT 
advances, the system was not as helpftil as it could and 
should have been. 
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EMA 

employment agent 

Ema is an employnient agent (a program) tfiat e-mails ycu mto about available jobs in 
Slovenia; employees looking for jobs etc. For exainp!e, you mighl be inierested in getting 
e-mails about available jobs for directors; about voung researchers wtth just finished Ph.D. 
in chemislrv etc. Go to "Inside Ema" ("First time" whBn entering for the first tirne). 
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1. First time (unregisired) user use; f^rsl lime 
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and click: • Olduser j 
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Figure 2: Intelligent agent EMA offered over 90% of ali 
nationally available jobs seven years ago. This was a 
world-class result shovving that Internet applications 
indeed enable even small countries to produce relevant 
systems. 

There were many single stories indicating the 
advantages of the system. For example, a brilliant 
študent wanted to return to Slovenia from USA and with 
EMA's help he found an interesting vacant job of a 
faculty assistant. When he applied, no competing 
candidate met his characteristics. But the professor 
already had an agreement with some local friend to hire 
another, reasonably decent candidate. So they decided to 
declare ali job applications invalid and retried until the 
desired candidate succeeded. 

It seems strange, but the result of these problems was 
that EMA was allowed to offer only those jobs that the 
employers wanted to. Consequently, any job offer vvas 
allowed to remain hidden. 

In a sharp contradiction, some developed countries like 
USA a bit later introduced ali governmental national job 
offers (EMA included both governmental and 
nongovernmental) through the Internet, but there is no 
way a governmental job can be hidden from the eyes of 
the Internet public. 

The EMA experience is therefore mixed - we managed 
to introduce several new advanced functions, 
implemented a system that vvas used by around 10% of 
aH our population in best months, but had to degrade the 
system substantially because of the lack of appropriate 
legislation. Better to say - the system vvas developed 
due to the encouragement of the minister of science and 
the director of the National Employment Service, vvho 
strongly supported the idea. But they could not modify 
the national lavvs, vvhich later hampered the system. 

Overall, the system vvas the most often used intelligent 
system in Slovenia so far, and the percentage of 
Internet-available jobs temporarily put it at top vvorld 
level. 

3,2 GIVE: Semantic-vveb speaking systein 
Another Internet-based system is GIVE - a national 
project that enables multimedia access and use of the 
Internet through telephones (Figure 3). The idea is that 
due to several circumstances the users need Internet 
functions through mobile or stationary phones - e.g., 
one drives a car and can only use a phone. 

GIVE - mobile Internet through telephones 

GIVE "°'''°''MPSff^ 

Figure 3: Project GIVE provides Internet through 
phones in Slovenian language. 

At the first stage, there is a prerecorded human speech 
and dynamically generated program speech. The speech 
system enables voice output from any URL address by 
parsing HTML pages and speaking it in Slovenian. 
More relevant, the system enables any user to put text 
Information through the GIVE system into GlVE's local 
databases. The most common access is through a 
specific input telephone number and the telephone 
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number of a particular institution or a person. In this 
way, for instance, anybody can get information about 
some governmental institution or service even though no 
human is present there late at night: 

The GIVE project is stili in progress, but several 
modules and functions already function fully. 

3.3 DEXi: Decision modeling system 
DEXi is a computer program developed in coUaboration 
with the University of Maribor, Faculty of 
Organisational Sciences. The program facilitates the 
development of qualitative multi-attribute models 
(Figure 4). Such models are useful for supporting 
complex decision-making tasks, for instance, Nvhere 
there is a need to select a particular option from a set of 
possible ones so as to best satisiy the goals of the 
decision maker. A multi-attribute model is a hierarchical 
structure that represents the decomposition of the 
decision problem into subproblems, which are smaller, 
less complex and easier to solve than the complete 
problem. 

Figure 4: Decision modeling system DEXi facilitates the 
development of qualitative multi-attribute models (left) 
and their application for the evaluation and analysis of 
options (right). The čase shovvn is from the area of 
land-use planning. 

DEXi supports two basic functions: the development of 
models and their application for option evaluation and 
analysis. The models are developed by defining: 

attributes: qualitative variables that represent 
decision subproblems, 
tree of attributes: a hierarchical structure 
representing the decomposition of the decision 
problem (Figure 4, left), 
utility functions: rules that define the process of 
aggregation that takes plače from the bottom to the 
top of the hierarchy. 

In the evaluation and analysis stage, DEXi facilitates: 
description of options: defining the values of basic 
attributes, i.e., the leaves of the tree, 
evaluation of options: a bottom-up 'aggregation 
procedure according to utility functions, 
analysis: what-if analysis and selective explanation 
of options, 
graphical presentation of the evaluation results 
(Figure 4, right). 

DEXi is not an intelligent system by itself, but 
contributes to the development of intelligent systems. 
Namely, the models developed by DEXi can provide a 
firm basis for intelligent decision support; the models 
can be either embedded into other intelligent systems, 
such as agents, or used in a stand-alone way to support 
the analysis and justification of decisions. 

So far, DEXi and its predecessor DEX (Bohanec, 
Rajkovič 1990) have been applied in more than fifty 
real-Iife decision problems (Urbančič et al. 1998), which 
involved thousands of users. Recently, there were a 
number of applications in health-care (Bohanec et al. 
2000) and industr/ (Bohanec, Rajkovič 1999) for 
decision problems related to land-use planning (Figure 
4), ecology, and the evaluation of enterprises, products, 
projects and investments. 

4 How to improve cooperation 
Successful cooperation between research and 
application community is seen as one of the keys for 
successful progress in the information society. The 
following arguments seem particularly important; 

Researchers at faculties and institutions have great 
amounts of relevant and most advanced knovvledge. 
That knovvledge enables introduction of new-
generation real-life systems vvith potentially wide 
influence and major market success. Researchers 
and professors represent the intellectual elite. Many 
if not even most of them are quite interested in 
cooperation with industry. 
Regular contacts between industry and academia 
are beneficial for ali sides. Researchers get state-of-
the-art knovvledge about current level of 
commercial applications, and developers get some 
ideas about major research directions probably 
influencing future commercial progress. 
Regular contacts can be established on a good-will 
cooperation basis vvithout major costs or funding. 
Conferences, public lectures and other forms of 
knowledge representations offer the easiest and 
very efficient contacts. 
Research community is diverse and heterogeneous. 
Therefore, directors are not good representatives of 
what is done at an institution. Researchers and 
developers should meet at department level 
searching for specific areas of interest. 
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5 Conclusion 
Intelligent systems are one of the most attractive fields 
of IT. Due to the progress of computer raw power and 
advanced engineering-intelligent applications, these 
systems are becoming more cost-beneficial compared to 
humans in more and more tasks. Computer systems are 
much faster and cheaper than humans and with a bit of 
simulated intelhgence they outperform humans in 
several bureaucratic or every-day tasks. 

Information society enables great opportunities not only 
for the most developed countries. Small countries can 
quickly accept knowledge from the most developed 
countries and quickly reapply it in small countries for 
world-novel problems. 

The major problem in developing intelligent systems 
applications is the cooperation between academic and 
engineering community. Improved cooperation could 
serve well both, but there are unreasonable obstacles 
indicating the need for systematic improvements. 
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